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Daniel J. Penseyres

B

orn in Switzerland, Penseyres has lived and worked in Switzerland,
the US, the UK and Monaco. A recent move from Monaco to Geneva
has brought Penseyres to Harmonic SA as General Manager. From
2014 through 2017 he assisted his spouse, Maria Penseyres, with the
growth of her executive search firm MP Executive Consultancy. From 2011 to
2014 he was CIO of HSBC Private Bank (Monaco). Prior to this he was the CEO
of the China Fund Management SA (BOCSFM Suisse) in Geneva and before that
was a Managing Partner at Bedrock Alternative Asset Management. Penseyres’
savvy financial advice, drawn from his extensive global experience, has guided
some of the top financial, trade and investment platforms of the world.

Molly
Bookner

H

ailing originally from New
York, Bookner graduated
from New Orleans’ Tulane
University in May of 2018
with a degree in English and Digital
Media Production. A few months
later, she swapped beignets for L.A.’s
fonuts and now works as a travel and
lifestyle assistant for Element Lifestyle
in the Arts District. In her free time,
Bookner enjoys hiking, taking photos,
writing, watching movies, and of course,
traveling.

Jeremy
Thompson

C

overing the globe for 40 years on network TV with BBC, ITN and
Sky News, the award-winning foreign correspondent has reported
international news from Asia, Africa and North America. Jeremy
Thompson covered it all - from Tiananmen Square, the election of
Nelson Mandela, 9/11, two Gulf Wars, the Balkan conflict, Genocide in Rwanda,
the War on Terror and the Indian Ocean Tsunami - to retiring following his
coverage of Donald Trump’s election. He has played himself in movies such
as The Bourne Legacy, and recently published the well-received autobiography
entitled, Breaking News.
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AFRICA’S
Last Eden

By Jeremy Thompson

T

he Okavango Delta is an enchanting rarity. One
of the great wonders of the world, it is the largest
inland delta on the planet. Half the year, the
Okavango River rises and a rift in the Earth’s crust
causes it to flood 6000 square miles of northern Botswana land,
creating a maze of sparkling waterways, channels and lagoons,
and islands teeming with wildlife.
Of all the scores of safaris I have enjoyed across Africa, the
Okavango holds a special fascination. My wife and I recently
returned to the Delta and it was better than ever. We stayed
at two fantastic camps run by Great Plains, experts who
believe in combining enjoyment, luxury and conservation.
The co-founders, Dereck and Beverly Joubert, are National
Geographic filmmakers, conservationists, and explorers. We
could not have been in better hands.
Dereck and Beverly Joubert

Photos Courtesy Of: Shannon Benson, Vivid.Travel, Marius Coetzee, Beverly Joubert
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T

o call their accommodations camps is to rather undersell them. From
every tent and terrace there are stunning views of the floodplain
with its endless parade of wildlife. Both Zarafa Camp and Duba
Plains are accredited by Relais & Chateaux. The tents are 1000
square feet of sheer style with luxury amenities such as private plunge pools,
spa treatments, and the latest Canon camera and Swarovski binoculars in every
room. Dining is five-star. There is even a walk-in wine cellar. This place is
seriously exclusive with a guest maximum of five couples.
I could spend an eternity exploring this place. Though it is known as the Jewel
of the Kalahari because the desert is transformed into a vast water garden, for
me, the description that best captures the spirit of this magical place, its lush
habitat and boundless wildlife is Africa’s last Eden.
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